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ABSTRACT: We report on structural iron elements employed in southern German timber roof constructions
erected between 1600 and 1800. We discuss the diversity of forms of iron members employed, ranging from
fasteners with keys and nuts, to straps, as well as iron anchors and rods. Iron was originally used mainly for joints
subject to tensile stress; we demonstrate how, initially, iron connectors were introduced as subsidiary fasteners
in addition to traditional carpentry joints, and show how they finally tended to replace the traditional carpentry joint altogether. This can be studied by the example of the king posts. Iron also became almost indispensable in the construction of the typical Bavarian baroque roofs which usually lack tiebeams, in favour of high
vaults; the thrust of these roofs is usually carried by highly stressed scissor braces. The joints associated with scissor braces are another issue where iron replaced traditional jointing. We also show some exceptional uses of
iron in the form of larger straps, rods and anchors, which helped to solve exotic design challenges where very
high stresses had to be transmitted or "tightening" of the connection would be desirable.

USE OF IRON IN CONSTRUCTION PRIOR TO THE GRAND AGE OF IRON
Iron had already a history of at least two millenia in construction before the advent of the grand age of iron
around 1800. However, iron clamps and anchors were usually employed in a rather hidden fashion, mostly in
masonry construction. Throughout the Middle Ages and the Early Modern times, iron ties appeared occasionally, stabilizing arches, vaults or domes, and some of these iron ties were even visible from the interior of the
building (Haas 1983). Famous instances of iron ties include the ties around the cupola of Charlemagne's
chapel in Aix-la-Chapelle, the late gothic chancel of the same church, and the various iron hoops around the
cupola of St. Peter's, Rome, including the ones added on Poleni's suggestion in 1743–47 (cf., e.g., Schlimme
2006).
Iron parts in timber roof construction are not so familiar; this statement holds at least for the steeply pitched
medieval rafter roofs of the area north and west of the Alps. By contrast, a small selection of specialized iron
parts played a pivotal role in the roof trusses of the typical mediterranean low-pitched roofs, at least from the
fifteenth century onwards: Here, iron was employed to connect the tensile posts (king posts) for suspending the
tiebeams to the apex of the roof, usually in the form of an U-shaped strap passing around the tiebeam; furthermore, the principal rafters were normally held in place on the tiebeams by means of iron stirrups (Valeriani
2006). The Italian roof trusses and their later descendants in the classical architecture of France and England
are well known and have already received scholarly analysis, including the use of iron elements (Yeomans
1992, particularly pp. 169–172).
By contrast, the achievements of northern and western carpentry after the Middle Ages have hitherto attracted only fairly little attention. This is surprising in view of the large number of timber roof constructions preserved; these roofs constitute a singular construction history heritage; it is even more astonishing because this
body of built heritage is accompanied by an impressive record of printed carpentry treatises (Holzer 2008).
Carpentry treatises originated from the traditional way of technical education in the guilds, and may have
served mainly as instructory material to be copied by apprentices. Only slowly, carpentry treatises evolved into
"textbooks" which could be perused as an independent means of instruction. By the very nature of the carpentry treatises, it is clear that they are inherently "conservative" and therefore usually lag behind the actual state
of knowledge by roughly one generation. Nevertheless, these treatises permit insight into the reasoning which
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led to certain constructions, and they also help to date unusual elements which otherwise would not be easy
to fix in chronology.
The authors of the present paper are working on the body of "baroque" (i.e., dating from 1600–1800) timber
roofs preserved in Bavaria, the southeastern region of Germany (Holzer; Köck, 2008). We consider both historical issues and modern structural aspects. In the context of our field study, we have found that the timber roofs
often contain iron elements; in the present contribution, we focus our attention on these elements. Iron elements are a common trait of several of the most spectacular roof constructions of "our" region, and therefore,
iron elements provide a kind of "Ariadne's thread" though this part of our construction heritage.
IRON STRAPS AND BOLTS
Standard uses
The main differences between the low-pitched mediterranean "purlin roof" and the steeper baroque roof north
of the Alps are: The German baroque roof relies not only on transversal "trusses" to carry the purlins of the roofing, but on a complex three-dimensional frame. The principal transversal frames of the German baroque roof
are usually connected in longitudinal direction by "stringer beams" (German expression: "Rähm"; occasionally,
but inadequately, termed "purlins"; these beams usually support the collar beams, rather than the rafters); furthermore, there are "secondary frames" between the "principal" ones, and the loads from the tiebeams and
collar beams of these secondary frames are usually collected by longitudinal "girders" from above (German
term: "Überzug") and transferred to the principal frames. Principal frames are usually spaced 3–4m apart, with
2–3 secondary frames in between. The concentration of the loads at the principal transversal frames called for
king and queen post solutions, particularly with a view to the large spans of the baroque architecture, which
often exceed the 16m clear span limit of gothic constructions.
As opposed to the typical mediterranean roof truss, the "northern" roofs therefore had to cope with beams arriving from three spatial directions at the foot of the king post: the tiebeam, the kingpost, and the girder. This
precluded any direct use of the Italian type of "straps" wound around the tiebeam. Furthermore, the loads to
be transferred were naturally greater due to the load transferred by the girder. On the other hand, traditional
carpentry joints such as the dovetail joint were utterly inadequate for this situation because they were susceptible to shrinkage and did not guarantee sufficient strength; this holds even more for a pure tenon-and-mortise
joint. Conservative ways out of the dilemma included doubling one of the three members, typically either the
kingpost or the longitudinal girder. Then, the timbers could be attached to each other pairwise by bolts or
straps. This kind of design is already present in the fifteenth-century roof of the cathedral at Regensburg
(Fischer-Kohnert 1999, pp. 77–79) and can be traced well into the early eighteenth century; we find it, e.g., in
the Huguenot church of Erlangen (1685), as well as in the roof of the Lutheran church of St. Ulrich, Augsburg
(1709). However, the "waste" of timber created by the doubling of one of the members aroused early criticism,
as exemplified by a statement of Leonhard Christoph Sturm in 1713:
One finds three different kinds of king post trusses; in the oldest one of these, the braces, straining-beams
and king posts are embedded between twin tiebeams and rafters, arranged very close to each other; ....
The second type, which became popular thereafter, employs simple roof trusses, but twin braces and king
posts clasping the truss, which avoids unnecessary wood consumption, as can be found in Willhelm’s book
on Architecture or carpentry treatise. The third and most recent type makes use of somewhat more iron
work, but none of the roof members are carried out as twins; thus, one obtains more spacious attics and
lighter constructions. (Sturm 1713, pp. 53–54)
Many early roof trusses relying on "twin members" would stand even in case the iron part failed; the iron part
acted in fact only as a subsidiary fastener. However, by the early eighteenth century, a connection for tension
posts relying exclusively on iron straps had become almost generally accepted in Bavaria (fig. 1): The king post
was tenoned into the girder, usually without a wooden pin: this testifies that all the tensile load was attributed
to the iron connector. The connection was effected by a U-strap that passed through the girder, together with
the tenon, inside the appropriate mortise. The strap then passed around the lower side of the tiebeam. The solution was already well known in the seventeenth century, as proven by the Lutheran church of the Holy Cross,
Augsburg (1653). Its popularity increased steadily, an it is difficult to find any redoubling of members in tension
post trusses executed after ca. 1725.
The straps were attached to the back and rear faces of the kingposts by means of bolts; iron nails and clamps
were only used as subsidiary fasteners. Only in the roof of the church of St. Lorenz, Kempten (mid sixteenth century), we find exclusively nails; however, there are additional straps besides the one passing through the mortise. In many eighteenth-century roofs, conversely, we find only bolts. Significantly, the only contemporary carpentry treatises which represent the Bavarian "standard" solution are those which appeared in Augsburg (1704:
Caspar Walter the Elder; 1769: Caspar Walter the Younger), whereas all other treatises show two U-straps, attached to the lateral faces of the kingpost. The question where the Bavarian standard solution came from is
not easy to answer; anyhow, it is improbable that is was imported from Italy: Italian roofs did not pose the same
problem; on the other hand, king and queen post timber bridge trusses presented the same kind of joint, since
the main girder of the bridge, the tension post and the joists also met in a single point. However, the iron connectors published by Palladio for his famous timber bridge designs do not make use of U-straps, but are rather
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straight straps that are forged into a bolt towards the lower end, which passes through a hole in the the joist,
and is held in place by a key inserted into a slot (Palladio 1570, libro III, p. 15). It is more probable that the Bavarian standard solution was developed locally by experimentation, particularly if we take into account that
this detail remained unfamiliar in northern Germany.
Bolts employed are usually forelock bolts in the seventeenth century, although forelock bolts stayed popular
far into the eighteenth century (cf. fig. 1). Bolts with nuts appeared already in the seventeenth century, particularly in Augsburg, which was a contemporary center of hydraulic engineering and machine construction.
Nuts are typically large and square. In the eighteenth century, "tightenable" bolts with nuts tended to replace
the forelock bolts which often suffered from getting loose, as an effect of shrinkage of the timber. However,
the presence of forelock bolts, threaded bolts, or the total absence of iron fasteners is no suitable means of
datation since all three strategies co-existed for the entire period 1600–1800: The roofs of the churches of Dietramszell (1746) and Ebersberg (1781) have almost no iron elements, the roof of the Lutheran church of the Holy Cross, Augsburg (1653) exhibits only threaded bolts, whereas the "engineered" roof of Baumburg (1756) uses
only forelock bolts.

Figure 1: View of the baroque roof of Munich-Perlach (1728; left: rear view; right: front view). The structure exhibits the "standard" iron straps at the foot of the king post, as well as a traditional dovetail lap joint reinforced
by special iron elements, at the junction of the diagonal tension braces with the king post
Advanced uses
It appears that carpenters had acquired enough experience with iron straps by 1700 that they began to trust
this kind of attachment very much. Consequently, they started to use these parts also in other places in the
roof and for different purposes. This can be demonstrated by the example of the "open roofs". By this term,
Friedrich Ostendorf (Ostendorf 1908) designated roofs without a tiebeam at the level of the base of the roof.
Roofs without any tiebeams have been considered as exotic constructions; however, they are not really so unusual. In medieval churches, particularly in England and France, they appeared regularly, but they did not
pose dramatic problems: The roof pitches were very steep, and the confining walls of the roofed space thick,
firm, and well buttressed, so that the thrust transmitted from the rafters to the crown of the wall was not too
harmful.
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Figure 2: Scissor-braced roof without a tiebeam; (Schillinger 1747, plate 25, detail). All tension beams are doubled, enabling traditional notched joints; however, additional iron bolts suggested as well
Besides these well-known instances of roofs without tiebeams, the "open roof" is the standard roof of the southern Bavarian baroque. The typical baroque church has a high longitudinal barrel vault that usually occupies a
lot of space in the attic. Most of these vaults are brick masonry vaults, although wooden vaults are also common. As opposed to the medieval situation, the roof pitch is usually lower (close to 45 degrees), the vaults are
often shallow (basket-handle cross-section), and the confining walls are thin, and without abutment. The roof
thrust, added to the vault thrust, posed a very real danger to these structures, as testified by many inclined
walls, barrel vaults with longitudinal fissures at the apex, and damaged roof trusses. The fact that nevertheless
the vast majority of our Bavarian roof trusses belong to this category was one of the most surprising findings of
our field study.
The standard Bavarian baroque solution for the "open roof" problem is the scissor-braced truss. The fully developed scissor-braced truss consists of an ordinary roof truss with a kingpost. The tiebeam is taken away; it is replaced by pairs of braces which rise in X-shape from the base of the roof to the rafter of the opposite side;
they cross each other in the middle, where they are ideally attached firmly to the kingpost, so that the whole
structure performs as a "truss" in the modern sense, with a broken upper and lower chord. The braces ideally
act in tension between the footing of the roof and the crossing at the kingpost; the rafters undergo compression; the kingpost acts in tension, and the upper ends of the scissor braces typically function as an additional
support for the rafters and are therefore in compression. The whole system works satisfactorily only if all connections are there and transmit forces without excessive deformation. As with the king post truss, there are
several variants of the scissor-braced truss, including variants where the scissor braces are doubled and clasp
the entire truss from both faces, as well as variants where all members are only plain timbers. The fully developed scissor-braced truss was available in Germany at least since 1616, when a roof truss of this form was built
in Aschaffenburg and published in an engraving (Ridinger 1616, unnumb. plate). The carpentry treatises of the
seventeenth and early eighteenth century prove that this model became well known and popular. As a (very
late) example, we present a design from Georg Peter Schillinger's Architectura Civilis (1745–47; fig. 2).
The "open" roof presented challenges not present before in traditional carpentry: considerable forces had to
be transmitted, and they were tensile forces. The problem was not alleviated, but often rather aggravated, by
the introduction of "raised tiebeams", i.e. collar beams acting in tension, which constitutes a reversal of the
original function of the collar beam. Even treatises which are very conservative in technical respect such as
Schillinger's book strongly advised the use of iron bolts for the connection between the tension braces and the
rafters (fig. 2). We find the same development as in the case of the kingpost: Conservative designers such as
Schillinger suggested to use doubled parts both for the raised tiebeam and the scissor braces, enabling traditional notched connections, and iron fasteners in addition. In many roofs which are contemporary to Schillinger, we find structures without redoubling of members, however, assembled by lap joints which are reinforced
by iron elements. An example is presented in fig. 1: The "open" roof of the parish church of Munich-Perlach
(1728) does not exhibit fully developed scissor braces, but rather diagonal tension braces which reach only up
to the central king post; there, they are attached by a dovetail lap joint. This design is an exact replica of one
found already one generation earlier, in the former monastery church of Weyarn (1693), not far away. However, in the roof of Weyarn, the lap joints showed massive signs of distress; the carpenter of Perlach reacted on
this problem by introducing specially forged iron elements into the critical joints: both the lower and upper
ends of the diagonal tension braces are reinforced by iron straps. The two diagonal braces are connected to
each other by an L-shaped strap nailed and clamped to the back side; this assembly in turn is attached to the
kingpost by a forelock bolt.
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Figure 3: Raised tiebeams attached by iron straps; tenon-and mortise joints without wooden peg serve only for
assembly, iron parts carry the load. Palace of Nymphenburg (1755)

Figure 4: Scissor-braced roofs. Left: Former abbey church at Baumburg (1756). Braces attached only by forelock bolts, without traditional carpentry joints. Right: Lutheran church of St. Ulrich, Augsburg (1709). Scissor
brace with additional iron strap
Iron straps were also introduced to the lower end of the scissor braces, e.g., in the Lutheran church of St. Ulrich,
Augsburg (1709, fig. 4, right) and in the church of Munich-Perlach. In both cases they serve as additional fasteners in combination with sophisticated sawtooth lap joints. The strap in the Augsburg church follows the direction of the scissor brace and reaches up to the first collar beam (or raised tie, for that matter), where it is
fixed by forelock bolts. The strap was manufactured and assembled in two parts, which are joined by forged
eyes into which a large key was inserted (we doubt that this "lock" was designed for prestressing purposes). At
the lower end, the scissor brace straps of Perlach and Augsburg are wrapped around the wall plate.
Later and more daring architects switched to connections where the traditional joint served only as a fixing in
space and an assembly aid, but not as a load-carrying element. Lucas Voch wrote: "In order to avoid that the
rafters would be weakened too much by excessive notching, one has not followed the conventional way of
lap-jointing the scissor braces into the rafters, but rather tenoned them, and secured them by iron straps and
bolts." (Voch 1777, p. 6). Voch's illustration to this text shows a roof with a tiebeam, but with an extraordinarily
low pitch, "Italian style"; in all his "open" roof designs, he recommends a combination of lap joints and iron
straps. However, among the "open roofs" built during Voch's time, we already find joints relying entirely on the
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iron straps for load transmission, as proven, e.g., by the raised tiebeam (tension collar beam) in the roof of the
"Hubertus hall" in the palace of Nymphenburg (1755, fig. 3; cf. Bergmann 2003).
From here, it appears only as a small leap of technology to abandon the traditional carpentry joint altogether
and rely consciously on iron fasteners only; however, joints making use exclusively of iron "pin joints" are an
element of modern engineering wood construction rather than baroque carpentry. Nevertheless, in the "open"
roof of the former abbey church at Baumburg near Altenmarkt (1756), we find scissor braces clasping the principal roof trusses on the front and back face, which would have enabled a solution comparable to Schillinger's; but the carpenter at Baumburg decided to use a veritable pin joint connection relying exclusively on
(forelock) bolts (fig. 4, left).

Figure 5: Lutheran church of the Holy Cross, Augsburg (1653). Left: View of the timber king posts and iron rods
serving as "queen posts". Right: Exceptional hexagonal nuts at the upper end of the threaded iron rods
EXCEPTIONAL IRON MEMBERS
The iron rods of Augsburg
Perhaps the most impressive use of iron in the baroque churches of Bavaria is to be found in the Lutheran
church of the Holy Cross at Augsburg. This church was erected in 1653 on a triangular site, enforcing a ground
plan which is rectangular in general, but cut at an acute angle at the facade. The church has L-shaped galleries and a flat ceiling with square coffers, which effectively camouflage the irregular plan. The roof (fig. 6, left)
has four collar beams and a central king post reaching through the entire height of the roof. The carpentry
makes heavy use of traditional "sawtooth" and dovetail lap joints: seemingly by contrast, the smithery of the
roof is quite advanced: all fasteners are iron bolts with square nuts. However, the most striking feature of the
roof is the fact that, besides the king post, there is also a set of queen "posts"; however, these are in fact iron
rods with 4 cm diameter and round cross-section. The existence of iron rods in a seventeenth-century roof
might seem somewhat doubtful, but, fortunately, Caspar Walter the Elder, the master carpenter who constructed the roof of the protestant church of St. Ulrich in Augsburg in 1709, published a carpentry treatise entitled Architectura Civilis in 1704, in which we find a roof that looks like a simplified version of the real roof, keeping all essential characteristics (cf. fig. 6, right). The similarity cannot be coincidental. It is more than likely that
Walter knew the roof of 1653, this being the only major church roof that was constructed in Augsburg before
his own roof of 1709; Walter may even have taken part in the construction of the roof in 1653 as a young apprentice. The fact that the design published in the treatise is not identical to the archetype is typical of Walter's
treatise: The book was shaped very much according to the prototype of Johann Wilhelm's widely-used carpentry treatise Architectura Civilis (editio princeps, 1649); but Walter added a decidedly local flavour to all the
constructions which he adapted from his source, such as dovetail and sawtooth lap joints, and "inclined posts"
which are thicker at their head than at the foot. The roof (fig. 5, left) has an unusually spacious appearance
due to the iron rods. The iron rods end in the second story, where they are held in place by huge hexagonal
nuts which are screwed onto the rectangular threads at the top end of the rods (fig. 5, right). Hexagonal nuts
are extremely exotic in baroque timber roofs; nuts are generally square, even in the Lutheran church of the
Holy Cross in Augsburg.
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Figure 6: Augsburg, Lutheran Holy Cross church. Left: Roof as existing. Right: Simplified, but corresponding, roof
design published by Caspar Walter the Elder in his treatise (1704)
However, hexagonal nuts are not entirely unusal in contemporary treatises on machine construction. Most
prominently, they can be found in Agostino Ramelli's treatise Diverse et artificiose machine of 1588 (Ramelli
1588, pp. 258, 261, 272). Augsburg was a center of contemporary hydraulic engineering throughout the sixteenth to early nineteenth centuries. Augsburg's public fountains were famous. Hydraulic engineering was the
most important part of machine engineering of the time, or perhaps second only to the engineering of military
machinery. Machine design was a major part of carpentry at the time; Augsburg's prominent carpenters like
the Caspar Walters were also "Stadtbrunnenmeister" ("civic fountain caretakers"). If anybody in Germany was
familiar with up-to-date machine technology in the seventeenth century, then probably some of the carpenters of Augsburg. Carpenters from Augsburg were asked for advice when the Bavarian duke planned a pipeline from the saline springs of Reichenhall to the salt-works in Traunstein, and perhaps it is not a coincidence
that the carpenters Reiffenstuel who finally constructed the pipeline 1617–1619 also used hexagonal nuts in
their pumps, as testified by a detailed contemporary description of the pipeline and its technology (cf. Kurtz
1978, pp. 56, 139, 140). Hexagonal nuts were preferably used when prestressing and great forces were required, such as in the case of leather gaskets for the pistons of pumps. Obviously, it is now the question what
motivated the use of the iron rods and hexagonal nuts in a roof: The whole design suggests that the carpenter
wanted to ensure that he would be able to adjust the construction after erection, tackling any sagging. The
coffered ceiling which is attached to the roof may have been the main cause for that: With the tightenable
iron rods, the carpenter could be confident to restore a perfectly plane geometry at any time. Coffered ceilings are not frequent in German architecture after the Thirty Years War, but there was a roughly contemporary,
heavily decorated flat ceiling in the City Hall of Augsburg. The ceiling of the Lutheran church is, however, very
austere, and its visual impression depends more on its plain geometric form than on its decoration. Whatever
were the true motives for the transfer of machine technology to the roof in Augsburg in 1653, this remained a
singular instance; the design was not copied anywhere, as far as we know. However, in the 1668 edition of the
Architectura Civilis of Johann Wilhelm, a roof with an Italianate low pitch was depicted which also made use
of threaded iron rods acting as queen posts; unfortunately, the author of the book (in fact, the editor Paul
Fürst) does not give any details on the shape of the nuts employed (Wilhelm 1668, part II, fig. 9). Iron rods as
tension members reappeared in the eighteenth century in bridge engineering, for example in the Rhine bridge
at Schaffhausen executed in 1758 by Hans Ulrich Grubenmann (Killer 1998, pp. 25–38).
Iron anchors
Baroque roofs are usually not anchored to the masonry. However, there are exceptions. Among these, we list
anchors which fix domed roofs. The Augsburg carpenter Caspar Walter the Younger (1701–68) published a
specialized treatise on cupolas and spiral stairs. In this book, he discussed a domed roof which was attached
to the masonry by iron rods, and also exhibited an additional iron tie in the lowest storey (Walter 1769, pp. 29–
32; cf. fig. 7. left). According to Walter's description, all these rods are threaded and fixed by nuts. In the huge
domed roof which protects the 25 m diameter brick masonry dome of Ettal against atmospheric influences,
analogous, but differently arranged iron anchors hold the principal braces in place (fig. 7, right). Details like
the ruined "ribs" on the outer face of the brick dome indicate that it was erected prior to the domed roof, a
very exotic sequence of construction which can only be explained by the difficult architectural genesis of Ettal
(Holzer; Köck, 2008, pp. 141–150). The brick dome is reinforced by two iron hoops which resemble very much
the well known ones of St. Peter's, Rome. The domed timber roof was simply "hooked" into the upper of the two
hoops, located at the base of the brick dome (fig. 7, right). The "eyebar" construction of these anchors is remarkable, as well as their being "tightenable" by large square nuts. The anchors had to be made from two
parts in order to be "hooked" into the existing hoop, and permitting to be tightened in spite of that. The solution
is very specific to the singular situation encountered in Ettal, non-reproducible, and again indicates technology transfer from the realm of machine engineering.
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Figure 7: Iron anchors at the base of domed roofs. Left: Design by Caspar Walter the Younger; (Walter 1769,
plate XV, detail). Right: Anchors at the base of the cupola at Ettal (1747)
CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that the introduction of iron elements modified the German baroque roof carpentry
slowly, but steadily. Iron fasteners changed their role from subsidiary connectors to essential load-bearing
parts. The diversity of iron parts is greater than in contemporary Italian roof structures. In special applications,
iron elements were stimulated by the advanced state of technology in machine engineering.
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